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a b s t r a c t
The ubiquity of Online Social Networks (OSNs) is creating new sources for healthcare information,
particularly in the context of pharmaceutical drugs. We aimed to examine the impact of a given OSN’s
characteristics on the content of pharmaceutical drug discussions from that OSN. We compared the effect
of four distinguishing characteristics from ten different OSNs on the content of their pharmaceutical drug
discussions: (1) General versus Health OSN; (2) OSN moderation; (3) OSN registration requirements; and
(4) OSNs with a question and answer format. The effects of these characteristics were measured both
quantitatively and qualitatively. Our results show that an OSN’s characteristics indeed affect the content
of its discussions. Based on their information needs, healthcare providers may use our ﬁndings to pick the
right OSNs or to advise patients regarding their needs. Our results may also guide the creation of new and
more effective domain-speciﬁc health OSNs. Further, future researchers of online healthcare content in
OSNs may ﬁnd our results informative while choosing OSNs as data sources. We reported several ﬁndings
about the impact of OSN characteristics on the content of pharmaceutical drug discussion, and synthesized these ﬁndings into actionable items for both healthcare providers and future researchers of healthcare discussions on OSNs. Future research on the impact of OSN characteristics could include user
demographics, quality and safety of information, and efﬁcacy of OSN usage.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Numerous Online Social Networks (OSNs)2 host Medicine 2.0
applications that focus speciﬁcally on user reviews of drugs [1–7].
Previous work has analyzed these discussions and conﬁrmed that
online drug reviews serve their purpose – i.e. users discuss medications and their effect on a disease or physical condition [8]. However,
research is lacking on the impact of a given OSN’s characteristics on
the content of that OSN’s discussions; e.g., if an OSN requires registration (e.g., providing an email address), does that affect the types of
drugs users are willing to discuss?
Medicine 2.0 applications foster online communities where patients discuss their own healthcare decisions and experiences
[9,10]. These applications allow clinical researchers and citizen scientists to conduct crowdsourced health studies that complement
traditional clinical trials in the public health research ecosystem
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[11,12]. Such studies beneﬁt other forms of knowledge generation,
such as consumers’ opinions of pharmaceutical drugs [13]. This
knowledge is important: 24% of adults that use the Internet have
read online reviews of a particular drug or medical treatment [14].
Moreover, there is increased interest from the research community in analyzing health-related content of OSNs. Previous work includes analyzing the content of health-related OSN discussions in
terms of safety and quality, and detecting adverse drug reactions
and events in OSN discussions; yet, previous work has not covered
the impact of an OSN’s characteristics on its discussions.
Therefore we analyzed the effect of four distinguishing characteristics of OSNs on a given OSN’s content. These characteristics include: (1) OSN type – general (e.g. Twitter) versus health (e.g.
WebMD); (2) if a given OSN moderates its posts; (3) if a given
OSN requires registration; and (4) if a given OSN’s discussions
are in a Question and Answer (Q&A) format. We analyzed these
characteristics both quantitatively (e.g., distribution of posts by
drug type) and qualitatively (e.g., examining posts with the most
frequent co-occurring medical concepts). Our results show that
these OSN characteristics indeed affect the content of discussions
related to pharmaceutical drugs. These effects include the type of
discussions, the type of drugs discussed, the subjectivity of discussions, and the medical concept content.
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In addition to the analysis results, this work also has the following key methodological contributions. We used sequences of carefully selected Web queries to identify important online drug
review forums. We modiﬁed a previous tool on medical concepts
annotation to work on OSN posts. We enhanced the performance
of an existing sentiment analysis dictionary to account for stemming and part of speech. We compared the drug distribution frequencies against a baseline, which assumes that all drugs have
equal probability of being mentioned. Lastly, we mined OSN posts
for frequent itemsets, where medical concepts were considered as
items and each post is considered a transaction.
2. Related work
Recently, there is increased interest in analyzing the content of
health-related discussions in OSNs. Related work has chronicled
the utility and potential beneﬁt/harm of health-related discussions
in OSNs; related work has focused on speciﬁc aspects of the information found in OSN discussions, but none focus on the impact of
OSN characteristics. We demonstrate through our results that the
characteristics of the OSNs adversely affect the type of content
contained within each OSN. Coupling our ﬁndings with this related
work provides possible (further) explanations of the ﬁndings from
the related work. Another research area of recent interest at the
intersection of healthcare and OSNs is detecting adverse drug
events in OSN posts; the overreaching goal is real-time pharmacovigilance via the Internet. Our work complements this related work
by giving further insight into the impact of OSN characteristics on
discussions related to pharmaceutical drugs.

Goeuriot et al. [20] built and evaluated sentiment lexicons using
drug reviews from a health social network. They built a general
lexicon based on existing lexicons from the literature, and a domain lexicon based on drug reviews from the health social network. They showed that opinion mining of health social
networks is possible, and using a combination of the general and
domain lexicons achieves the best results [20].
2.2. Detecting adverse events in OSNs
Bian et al. [21] built two classiﬁers based on Twitter posts; one
classiﬁer to predict if a user (or someone they know) has used a
particular drug, and a second classiﬁer to classify if a post describes
an adverse drug event. They obtain reasonable accuracy, but cite
the noise in Twitter posts as one limitation to their approach
[21]. Chee et al. [22] looked at predicting whether a drug will be
withdrawn by the FDA using posts in Yahoo! Groups. While their
classiﬁer predicted many false positives (in the sense that a false
positive is still on the market), a majority of the false positives with
the greatest scores have been withdrawn from some market for a
period of time [22].
Yang et al. [23] used association rule mining to detect adverse
drug events in a health social network. Using data from the FDA,
they conﬁrmed correlations between drugs and adverse reactions
in the posts [23]. Leaman et al. [24] validated that user comments
from a health social network can be mined for adverse drug events.
They built a lexicon based on manual annotations of users’ posts
and achieve reasonable accuracy using lexical matching [24].
3. Methods

2.1. Analyzing health content of OSNs
3.1. Datasets
Denecke and Nejdl [8] analyzed various Medicine 2.0 content
and found that patient-authored postings contain more drug-related concepts than any other post. Further, they showed that drug
reviews contain many disease related concepts and concluded that
users searching for drugs or disorders will ﬁnd results in patientauthored posts [8]. Lu et al. [15] studied the content of three discussion boards, from an online health community; they used one
discussion board on diabetes and two on cancer. They found that
drug-related postings accounted for a larger fraction of topics discussed on the diabetes board than the cancer boards [15].
Several works have looked at diabetes-related OSNs. Weitzman
et al. [16] analyzed the quality and safety of diabetes-related OSNs
and found that the quality/safety of information was variable
across the ten sites under analysis. Shrank et al. [17] also qualitatively analyzed 15 diabetes-related OSNs – all of which feature a
discussion or question forum – and they found a wide range in
the number of members (from 3000 to 300,000), one-third of the
OSNs provided physicians answering questions, and two-thirds
had site administrators reviewing posts. Zhang et al. [18] analyzed
posts from a Facebook diabetes group and found that over 60% of
posts were providing information, followed by emotional support
(17%) and eliciting information (12%).
Greene et al. [19] qualitatively analyzed the communications of
Facebook communities dedicated to diabetes. They found many
beneﬁts for patients participating in these communities, such as
community support and access to specialized knowledge, with little evidence of these communities supporting risky behaviors;
however, one quarter of posts were explicit advertisements, some
of which advertise non-FDA (Food and Drug Administration) approved products [19]. Two-thirds of posts were descriptions of personal experiences in diabetes management and a quarter of posts
contained sensitive information unlikely to be revealed in doctorpatient interactions [19].

Our analysis used the ten OSNs listed in Table 1. Each of these
OSNs was categorized as either a general OSN or a health OSN. General OSNs include Twitter, Google+, and Pinterest, which were chosen due to their popularity and various methods of sharing
messages. To ﬁnd health OSNs, we performed a series of Internet
searches such as ‘‘drug reviews’’, ‘‘user drug reviews’’, and ‘‘patient
drug reviews’’; these generic searches returned many results unrelated to drug reviews in social media, thus we used drug names
from a list of the most popular drugs to ﬁnd health OSNs, e.g., ‘‘Abilify reviews’’ and ‘‘Cymbalta reviews’’. We then chose the highest
ranked sites that are public and have discussions by drug name.
We only considered posts in health OSNs that originate from speciﬁc forums for reviewing drugs. Hence, posts from general forums
or ‘‘Ask an Expert’’ forums were not collected from the health

Table 1
Various categorizations of each OSN. An OSN is moderated if a message is reviewed
before becoming public. If registration is required, users must create an account
before contributing content. An OSN is a Q&A format if reviews are formulated as
comments/questions and replies/answers.
Dataset

Health (H) or
general (G)?

Moderated?

Registration
required?

Q&A
format?

Twitter
Google+
Pinterest

G
G
G

N
N
N

Y
Y
Y

N
N
N

DailyStrength
Drugs.com
DrugLib.com
EverydayHealth
MediGuard
Medications
WebMD

H
H
H
H
H
H
H

N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N

Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N

N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
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OSNs. Table A.1 of Appendix A lists the dates for which posts were
collected and URLs for each OSN.
Each OSN was categorized further based on its moderation, registration requirements, and review format, as listed in Table 1;
these categorizations are similar to related work that studies diabetes-related OSNs [16,17]. This related work has shown that each
of these categorizations is important: moderation affects the quality of information that is discussed; OSNs that require registration
raises privacy concerns due to the poor readability of Privacy policies; and providing a forum where experts answer member questions best promotes safety for health OSNs. We consider an OSN to
be moderated if a message is reviewed before becoming public. An
OSN requires registration if it is necessary to create an account before publishing content. An OSN has a Q&A format if posts are formatted as comments/questions with replies/answers. We ignored
categorizing each OSN based on whether users can posts anonymously, as this categorization is the same as the health versus general OSN category. Even if a health OSN requires registration, users
have the option to post anonymously.
3.2. Data collection
First we obtained a list of the 200 most popular drugs by prescriptions dispensed from RxList.com [25]. We then removed variants of the same drug (e.g., different milligram dosages) resulting
in 122 unique drug names. This list was used as a ﬁlter for ﬁnding
relevant posts. Posts from general OSNs were only considered relevant if one of the drug names was found in the post’s text,
whereas drug reviews from health OSNs were only collected for
each of the 122 drugs. Note that most health OSNs will map equivalent drugs to the same drug review forum; for example, searching
for Atorvastatin on DailyStrength will lead to the same series of
drug reviews as Lipitor. The full list of drugs is given in Tables
A.2–A.4 of Appendix A.
For each OSN, we analyzed the layout of the website and built a
crawler using Apache HttpComponents [26] – a library that enables web applications to obtain HTML content as if a web browser
had downloaded and displayed the webpage; Twitter was handled
separately using the Twitter API with the drug name list as a ﬁlter
to collect matching tweets. Data for the rest of the OSNs was gathered by programmatically employing the search feature located on
the respective OSN’s website, where each drug name was speciﬁed
as a query; e.g., we used Apache HttpComponents to search for
Abilify on Google+. In the case of Pinterest and Google+, we collected all posts associated with the query; whereas the crawlers
for health OSNs used the top search result that links to drug reviews (determining valid link patterns was done manually for each
health OSN). The result is a series of HTML pages associated with a
query for each OSN. Next, we extracted knowledge from each of
the HTML pages using unique wrappers such as element id, location, or style. The wrappers and their content were extracted using
jsoup, a Java HTML parser [27]. All pages for a given OSN follow the
same HTML format, thus each of the wrappers were only deﬁned
once per OSN.
Posts in health social networks may contain metadata such as
gender, age, length of membership, username, etc. However, even
if a health OSN provides this information, the OSN allows users
to leave this information blank; a manual inspection of posts on
each of the health OSNs revealed that most users leave this information blank. Therefore we limited our data collection to the post
text and date (if available). We collected all data in accordance
with each OSN’s terms of use, and therefore an OSN’s data will
not be made publicly available without ﬁrst obtaining permission
from the respective OSN.
Relevant posts obtained from the crawlers were further processed before the data analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 1(A). First,
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duplicate posts are removed. Next, non-English posts are removed
from the general OSNs (health OSNs only contained English posts);
we used a Bayesian ﬁlter based on language proﬁles generated
from Wikipedia [28]. Next, we removed all hyperlinks and we corrected spelling mistakes in each of the posts; we corrected spelling
errors using the ﬁrst suggestion from HunSpell [29], an open
source spell checker employed by several software packages. The
result is a database of user posts that are relevant to the input list
of prescription drug names for each OSN.
3.3. Methods for data analysis
The database created by the data collection process is then analyzed with four separate analyses: general statistics, medical concept statistics, sentiment statistics, and association rule mining.
This process is illustrated in Fig. 1(B). Since some OSNs have many
more posts than others, we computed the average between each
network when combining multiple OSNs into one result, rather
than computing the average over all posts; otherwise, the results
from Twitter or DailyStrength would decimate the results from
each of the other OSNs.
3.3.1. Methods for general statistics
One general statistic is the frequency of drugs based on their
category. Drugs.com has a publicly available taxonomy of all drugs
listed on its website [30], where one drug may be classiﬁed into
multiple categories. We mapped our list of drug names to each
of its top level categories as listed in the Drugs.com taxonomy;
the distribution of these categories for our drug list is visualized
in Fig. A.1 of Appendix A. The full list of drug names along with
their respective category or categories is given in Tables A.2–A.4
of Appendix A.
For each OSN, we computed the frequency of each drug category and normalized this frequency by the total number of posts.
For each OSN in a given category, we averaged the percentages
of each drug category separately, and divided the sum of these percentages by the number of OSNs in the given category. Thus each
OSN’s distribution is weighted equally when presenting the distribution for the category. Otherwise, an OSN with many posts would
dominate the category’s distribution.
We analyzed OSN similarity by ranking the most frequent
drugs. We measured similarity between each pair of ranked lists
by using Spearman’s footrule [31]. This measure of similarity considers the distance of each item (in terms of its rank) between two
ranked lists. If the lists are identical, the value will be equal to zero,
whereas a value of one denotes the maximum measure of disarray
between the two lists. Other general statistics are presented in
Appendix B.
3.3.2. Methods for medical concept statistics
The MetaMap tool [32] was employed to annotate each post
with medical concepts from the Uniﬁed Medical Language System
(UMLS). The UMLS [33] is a compendium of several medical-focused ontologies. Thus MetaMap effectively represents each post
as a set of medical concepts from the UMLS.
MetaMap was originally intended to annotate text for academic
publications in the biomedical ﬁeld, such as those available in PubMed. Related work has shown that MetaMap is not perfect for processing social media posts [34]. Thus, we manually inspected the
annotations produced by MetaMap, and we removed annotations
where MetaMap consistently misclassiﬁed UMLS concepts. A
majority of mistakes were words that were misinterpreted as
abbreviations in the social media posts. Other common mistakes
included colloquial phrases not common to academic literature
in the biomedical ﬁeld. Some common mistakes include:
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Fig. 1. (A) A visual overview of the data collection and preprocessing. Each crawler obtains a list of relevant posts using the OSNs as a seed and the list of drug names as a
ﬁlter. These posts are then processed generating a database of English-only posts that have their spelling corrected. (B) An overview of the data analysis performed on the
database of user posts. Four different types of results are generated by the data analysis: general statistics, concept statistics, sentiment statistics, and frequent itemsets.

 the ﬁrst-person narrative ‘‘I’’ was mapped to the UMLS concept
for ‘‘Iodine’’ (C0021968),
 ‘‘so’’ was mapped to ‘‘Somalia’’ (C0021968),
 ‘‘fed’’ was mapped to ‘‘ﬁsh eye disease’’ (C0342895),
 ‘‘lol’’, ‘‘LOL’’ were mapped to ‘‘LOXL1 gene’’ (C1416898),
 ‘‘OMG’’ and ‘‘omg’’ were mapped to ‘‘OMG gene’’ (C1417949),
 ‘‘said’’ was mapped to ‘‘Simian Acquired Immunodeﬁciency
Syndrome’’ (C0080151).
Mistakes similar to the ones given above were deleted from the
MetaMap annotation results. We systematically analyzed each
OSN by ordering every concept by its frequency and analyzing distinct phrases that were mapped for each concept. In total we identiﬁed 42 concepts that were incorrect. In general OSNs, these
concepts accounted for over 5% of the total concept mappings,
whereas these concepts account for less than 0.01% of the total
concept mappings in health OSNs; the exact number of concept
mappings (excluding mistakes) is reported in Appendix B.
Every concept in the UMLS is associated with one or more
semantic types [35] (e.g., Disease or Syndrome). Each semantic type
belongs to one of ﬁfteen semantic groups [36], also deﬁned by the
UMLS. We analyzed the distribution of ﬁve semantic groups that
relate to medical concepts, which include Procedures, Disorders,
Physiology, Chemicals and Drugs, and Anatomy.
We considered the similarity of medical concept content between each OSN by ranking the most frequent semantic types.
Again, we only considered semantic types that relate to medical
concepts using the same ﬁve aforementioned semantic groups.
We measured the similarity between each pair of ranked lists using
Spearman’s footrule; this is analogous to using Spearman’s footrule
for measuring OSN similarity with the most frequent drugs. Other
medical concept statistics are presented in Appendix B.

3.3.3. Methods for sentiment statistics
The goal of sentiment analysis is to measure the average polarity and emotion of each post. Both are achieved by mapping
phrases in each post to phrases from a sentiment lexicon. We use
SentiWordNet [37], which contains a dictionary of phrases where
each phrase is associated with a positive, negative, and objective
score. Every term in SentiWordNet is subject to the constraint that
the sum of the positive, negative, and objective score must equal
one.

SentiWordNet distinguishes phrases based on their sense and
part of speech. Therefore we tagged each word with its part of
speech using the Stanford Core NLP tagger [38]. In order to remove
variants of words, we stemmed both the posts and the terms in
SentiWordNet; this was done to normalize words, e.g., rain, rains,
and raining all become rain. Phrases form the posts are then
mapped to phrases from SentiWordNet using the longest possible
match ﬁrst. In the case where one term has multiple senses, we
averaged the score of all senses for the given term. We then computed the positive, negative, and objective scores of each post by
averaging the scores from every mapped term. The sentiment of
a given OSN is measured by averaging the sentiment of all posts
within that OSN. In the appendix we also present results from
the NRC word-emotion lexicon [39] for analyzing the emotion of
each OSN: negative–positive, anger–fear, trust–disgust, and anticipation–surprise.
3.3.4. Methods for frequent itemsets
Association rule mining is a data mining technique that learns
relations between items given a database of transactions by ﬁrst
discovering frequent itemsets [40]. We applied this technique
using UMLS concepts as items, where we considered each post to
be a single transaction. Items were restricted based on their
semantic groups; we analyzed frequent itemsets for medical concepts only and all UMLS concepts. Further, frequent itemsets were
discovered separately for the health and general OSNs. For implementation we used the Weka machine learning toolkit [41]. Due
to the large number of items and transactions, we employed the
FP-growth algorithm [42] for discovering frequent itemsets. We removed trivial itemsets and only report itemsets that show interesting trends between categorizations of OSNs.
3.3.5. Signiﬁcance testing
For each of the aforementioned descriptive statistics, we conducted two statistical tests of signiﬁcance. The ﬁrst test we used
is Pearson’s Chi Squared Test for Independence [43]. The null
hypothesis of this test is that there is no dependence between
the variables in question, where the variables are the groupings
of the OSNs, and thus the difference in distributions is due to random sampling. The alternative hypothesis is that there is some
dependence between the groupings of OSNs. For each of the aforementioned statistics we built contingency tables and use the R programming language to compute the Chi statistic and p-value.
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The second test we performed was Mann–Whitney U test, also
known as the Wilcoxon-Mann–Whitney test [44]. For this test, we
treat each post as an observation from the given grouping of OSNs.
The null hypothesis is that the posts are drawn from the same population, whereas the alternative hypothesis is that one population
tends to have larger values than the other. We also used the R programming language to compute the p-value for this test. Results of
each test are reported with their corresponding ﬁgure, and detailed
results of every test are given in Appendix G.
4. Results
Appendix B reports the statistics described in Section 3.3 for
each OSN. Next, we compare the ten OSNs to each other using
two measures of similarity. These measures include similarity between the most frequent drugs and the most frequent semantic
types using Spearman’s footrule. The ﬁrst measure shows which
OSNs are similar based on the frequency of discussions about particular drugs, whereas the second measure shows which OSNs are
similar based on the medical content (deﬁned by the semantic
types of the extracted concepts) in the discussions. Fig. 2 illustrates
these measures for each of the ten OSNs using metric multidimensional scaling [45].
As shown in Fig. 2(A), there are three primary clusters of OSNs,
with the general OSNs belonging to the bottom-left cluster, the
non-moderated health OSNs belonging to the bottom-right cluster
and the moderated health OSNs belonging to the top cluster. The
reason for this clustering, also discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2,
is that these three groups mention different types of drugs. The only
OSN left out of these clusters is Drugs.com, which is a moderated
health OSN; Drugs.com is separated from the other moderated
health OSNs due to a higher number of psychotherapeutics in its
top 25 drugs.
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Fig. 2(B) shows one cluster, which contains the health OSNs,
and the three general OSNs separated from that cluster and each
other. This ﬁgure suggests that the medical content, in terms of UMLS
semantic types, of health OSNs is similar, and differs from the medical
content found in general OSNs; further, this ﬁgure also suggests that
the medical content in general OSNs varies across each OSN. For
example, over 44%, 36%, and 45% of the concepts in Twitter, Google+, and Pinterest relate to Chemicals and Drugs respectively.
Therefore Twitter is more likely to contain semantic types relating
to Chemicals and Drugs in its top 25 semantic types.
The remainder of our results section examines each categorization of OSNs, and it is divided into four parts: (1) general versus
health OSNs; (2) health OSNs that are non-moderated versus moderated; (3) health OSNs with registration versus no registration;
and (4) health OSNs with a Q&A format versus health OSNs with
a review format. We omitted general OSNs from the last three categorizations of OSNs, since they all belong to the same categories
(e.g., all are non-moderated).
4.1. General versus health OSNs
Fig. 3 compares the distributions of drug category frequency,
polarity, and semantic groups of the health and general OSNs with
the distribution of a uniform baseline. In Fig. 3(A), this baseline is
the distribution of the drug categories reported in Fig. A.1. The
baselines for Fig. 3(B–C) assume a uniform distribution for all items
matched in the database; e.g. the baseline in Fig. 3(B) assumes a
uniform distribution for all terms matched from SentiWordNet.
All comparisons in this ﬁgure are signiﬁcant with p < 0.001 for both
signiﬁcance tests.
Table 2 illustrates the major differences visualized in Fig. 3. This
table reports the highest absolute (i.e. ignoring sign) relative
change of each item when compared to the baseline distributions.

Fig. 2. (A) Multidimensional scaling of OSN similarity using Spearman’s footrule with the top 25 most frequent drugs for each OSN. (B) Multidimensional scaling of OSN
similarity using Spearman’s footrule with the top 30 semantic types for each OSN.

Fig. 3. An overview of the analysis for general OSNs versus health OSNs: (A) the distribution of drug category frequencies; (B) the distribution of polarity; and (C) the
distribution of semantic groups. Each baseline represents a uniform distribution: (A) assumes each drug from the drug list will appear with equal probability; (B) assumes
each term mapped from SentiWordNet will appear with equal probability; and (C) assumes each UMLS concept extracted from the posts will appear with equal probability.
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For example, there is a 590% increase in the number of posts related to genitourinary tract agents in general OSNs compared to
the assumption that each drug would appear with equal probability. General OSNs have a decrease in both negative and positive
polarity due to the number of objective terms in each post.
Fig. 3(A) shows some interesting trends between the types of
drugs discussed in general and health OSNs. Firstly, both general
and health OSNs have a smaller number of posts about cardiovascular agents compared to the baseline, and therefore users of any
OSN are less likely to post about cardiovascular agents such as Digoxin
or Flomax. The other drug categories show opposing trends between health and general OSNs – drugs such as Viagra, Niaspan,
and Warfarin are more common in general OSNs than drugs such as
Cymbalta or Abilify, whereas the opposite is true for health OSNs.
Fig. 3(B) illustrates the differences in polarity between the
health and general OSNs. General OSNs use more objective terms;
whereas health OSNs use more subjective terms. There are several
reasons for this result, and we are only able to speculate based
on the data presented here. One possibility is that users of health
OSNs are more likely to be serious patients who are suffering or
recovering from serious problems. Another possibility is that the
level of anonymity in health OSNs, where users often use name aliases, allows users to discuss more personal and subjective topics.
Results for emotion, which are reported in Appendix C, show no
signiﬁcant differences between general and health OSNs.
Fig. 3(C) illustrates the type of medical concepts discussed for
general and health OSNs compared to a baseline that assumes each
UMLS concept appears with equal probability. There is a large increase in the number of concepts relating to physiology in health
OSNs, but a decrease in the number of concepts relating to chemicals and drugs. General OSNs have more concepts relating to
chemicals and drugs, and fewer concepts related to disorders. Further, these results suggest that users of health OSNs are concerned
with the effects of drugs on physiology, whereas users of general OSNs
are either using drug names as slang or drug names in advertisements.

4.1.1. A qualitative analysis of general and health OSNs
Table 3 reports the most frequent itemsets of size 1 of medical
concepts for health and general OSNs; itemsets of larger sizes are
reported in Appendix C. Health OSNs contain medical conditions,
drug names and symptoms where the concept for sleep dominates

Table 2
Highest absolute relative changes of each item compared with the baselines shown in
Fig. 3. E.g., General Negative is computed as the difference between General Negative
and Baseline Negative divided by Baseline Negative.
Drug category
Genitourinary tract agents
Nutritional products
Psychotherapeutic agents
Nutritional products
Cardiovascular agents
Genitourinary tract agents
Coagulation modiﬁers
Psychotherapeutic agents
Coagulation modiﬁers
Cardiovascular agents

General
General
Health
Health
General
Health
Health
General
General
Health

+590%
+290%
+167%
82%
74%
62%
47%
39%
+30%
23%

Polarity
Negative
Positive

General
General

32%
18%

Semantic group
Physiology
Physiology
Chemical and drugs
Disorders
Chemical and drugs
Disorders

Health
General
Health
General
General
Health

+158%
+60%
47%
30%
+23%
+12%

Table 3
Frequent itemsets of size 1 for medical concepts.
Health OSNs
Sleep
Depression
Headache
Tired
Weight gain
Anxiety
Eating
Mental suffering
Dizziness
Lisinopril

General OSNs
10.20%
4.81%
4.11%
4.02%
3.86%
3.62%
3.48%
3.22%
3.17%
3.15%

Viagra
Ibuprofen
Penicillins
Sexual Intercourse
Oxycodone
Sleep
Online Pharmaceutical Services
Acids
Headache
Lactose Intolerance

27.20%
16.89%
4.61%
2.36%
2.26%
2.03%
1.66%
1.50%
1.45%
1.33%

with a frequency of over 10%. General OSNs contain many speciﬁc
drugs names, where Viagra and Ibuprofen dominate with frequencies
over 27% and 16% respectively. Larger itemsets show that general
OSNs contain frequent itemsets of drugs that serve a similar purpose;
e.g., Ibuprofen, Tylenol, and Advil. In general ONSs, drugs are often
used as slang or in jokes; e.g., ‘‘Viagra for women has been around
for centuries. It’s called money’’. Funny news items are popular in
general OSNs; for example, Appendix C illustrates a series of frequent itemsets referring to Viagra, overdose, and amputated.
Table 4 reports frequent itemsets of size 1 of all concepts for
health and general OSNs; itemsets of larger sizes are reported in
Appendix C. Concepts for help, physician, milligram and started
dominate health OSNs with frequencies greater than 12%, revealing
that users of health OSNs are discussing their experiences with their
medications, and the differing strategies employed by their physicians;
e.g., ‘‘Because of my sleep troubles from Lexapro, [My doctor]
started me on a new drug, Ambien to help me sleep with a dosage
of 5 mg’’. General ONSs contain posts from online pharmacies that
advertise drugs for the best price with no prescription needed; e.g.,
‘‘[URL] with best price naprelan 250 mg in internet rx overnight
South Dakota’’. Breaking news items about pharmaceutical drugs
are popular in general OSNs; as discussed in Appendix C, the United
States Food and Drug Administration recommended lower dosages
of Ambien for patients during a two week sample of Twitter data.
4.2. Moderated versus non-moderated health OSNs
Fig. 4 compares distributions of drug category frequency, polarity, and semantic groups of moderated and non-moderated health
OSNs; all comparisons in this ﬁgure are signiﬁcant with p < 0.001
for both signiﬁcance tests. Table 5 illustrates the major differences
visualized in Fig. 4. Appendix D reports the general statistics and
medical concept statistics for moderated and non-moderated
health OSNs.
Fig. 4(A) compares the distribution of drug categories between
non-moderated health OSNs and moderated health OSNs. As noted
in Table 5, moderation affects the types of drugs users are willing to
discuss; psychotherapeutic agents observed an 87% increase in fre-

Table 4
Frequent itemsets of size 1 for all UMLS concepts.
Health OSNs
Help
Physicians
Milligram
Started
Sleep
Dosage
Better
To be stopped
Etiology aspects
Life

General OSNs
16.78%
15.23%
13.75%
12.24%
8.65%
7.77%
7.57%
5.50%
5.39%
5.33%

Viagra
Ibuprofen
Milligram
Penicillins
Order
Internet
Prices
Overnight
Buying
Sleep

22.42%
14.22%
4.40%
3.83%
3.15%
3.09%
2.23%
2.03%
1.73%
1.70%
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quency amongst non-moderated health OSNs. Conversely, gastrointestinal agents, hormones, anti-infectives, and respiratory agents
all observed an increase for moderated health OSNs, and a decrease
for health OSNs that are not moderated.
Fig. 4(B) compares the distribution of polarity between health
OSNs, non-moderated health OSNs, and moderated health OSNs.
Also noted in Table 5, moderation decreases the overall subjectivity,
whereas non-moderated health OSNs increases subjectivity. Thus,
introducing moderation adds a level of objectivity to health OSNs.
Fig. 4(C) reports the effect of moderation on semantic groups,
and Appendix D reports the effect of moderation on emotion. Overall, moderation has little effect on the medical concept content and
emotional terms in health OSNs. However, moderated health OSNs
did have a slight increase on the number of terms relating to trust,
whereas non-moderated health OSNs decreased the number of
terms relating to trust. Further, moderated health OSNs increased
the number of concepts relating to Chemicals and Drugs by 12.
Appendix D reports frequent itemsets for health OSNs with and
without moderation. These itemsets show that users prefer nonmoderated health OSNs when discussing psychotherapeutics and psychological conditions.

Table 5
Highest absolute relative changes of each item for a given OSN group compared with
the item of the other OSN grouping. E.g., Moderated Negative is computed as the
difference between Moderated Negative and not moderated negative divided by not
moderated negative.
Drug category
Gastrointestinal agents
Anti-infectives
Respiratory agents
Hormones
Psychotherapeutic agents
Central nervous system agents

Moderated
Moderated
Moderated
Moderated
Not moderated
Not moderated

+200%
+158%
+143%
+141%
+87%
+41%

Polarity
Negative
Positive

Not moderated
Not moderated

+25%
+18%

Semantic groups
Chemicals and drugs

Moderated

+12%

that do not require registration when discussing psychotherapeutics
and psychological conditions.
4.4. Review versus Q&A format

4.3. Registration versus no registration in health OSNs
Fig. 5 compares distributions of drug category frequency, polarity, and semantic groups of health OSNs that do or do not require
registration; all comparisons in this ﬁgure are signiﬁcant with
p < 0.001 for both signiﬁcance tests. Table 6 illustrates the major
differences visualized in Fig. 5. Appendix E reports the general statistics and medical concept statistics for health OSNs that do or do
not require registration.
Fig. 5(A) compares the distribution of drug categories for health
OSNs that do or do not require registration against all health OSNs
as a baseline. As noted in Table 6, registration affects the types of
drugs users are willing to discuss; central nervous system agents
observed a 74% increase in frequency amongst health OSNs that do
not require registration. Conversely, health OSNs that require registration have a 225% increase in posts about respiratory agents.
Fig. 5(B) compares the distribution of polarity for health OSNs
that do or do not require registration against all health OSNs as a
baseline. Similar to moderated health OSNs, requiring registration reduces the amount of subjectivity in health OSNs.
Fig. 5(C) reports the effect of registration on semantic groups,
and Appendix E reports the effect of registration on emotion. Overall, registration has little effect on the medical concept content and
emotional terms in health OSNs. Appendix E reports frequent itemsets for health OSNs that do or do not require registration. Similar
to moderation, these itemsets show that users prefer health OSNs

Fig. 6 compares distributions of drug category frequency, polarity, and semantic groups of health OSNs that have a review format
with health OSNs that have a Q&A format; all comparisons in this
ﬁgure are signiﬁcant with p < 0.001 for both signiﬁcance tests.
Table 7 illustrates the major differences visualized in Fig. 6.
Appendix F reports the general statistics and medical concept statistics for health OSNs with a review or Q&A format.
Fig. 6(A) compares the distribution of drug categories for health
OSNs that have a review format or Q&A format. Health OSNs that
have a Q&A format have a 243% and 63% increase in posts related
to coagulation modiﬁers and metabolic agents respectively. Posts
about psychotherapeutic agents and anti-infectives observed an
increase of 47% and 354% in health OSNs with a review format. This
suggests that users are less likely to ask questions about Abilify or
Penicillin, but users are more likely to ask questions about Warfarin,
Advair, or Lipitor.
Fig. 6(B) compares the distribution of polarity for health OSNs
that have a review format or Q&A format. Health OSNs with a
Q&A format are much more objective than health OSNs with a review format, where health OSNs with a review format observed an
increase of 144% and 110% to negativity and positivity respectively.
Thus, users of health OSNs with a Q&A format tend to post in an objective manner, rather than subjective opinions regarding a particular
drug.
Fig. 6(C) compares the distribution of semantic groups for
health OSNs that have a review format or Q&A format. Health OSNs

Fig. 4. An overview of the analysis for moderated and not moderated OSNs. (A) The distribution of drug category frequencies; (B) the distribution of polarity; and (C) the
distribution of semantic groups.
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Fig. 5. An overview of the analysis for health OSNs that do or do not require registration. (A) The distribution of drug category frequencies; (B) the distribution of polarity; and
(C) the distribution of semantic groups.

Table 6
Highest absolute relative changes of each item for a given OSN group compared with
the item of the other OSN grouping. E.g., Registration negative is computed as the
difference between registration negative and no registration negative divided by no
registration negative.
Drug category
Respiratory agents
Genitourinary tract agents
Hormones
Central nervous system agents
Metabolic agents

Registration
No registration
Registration
No registration
Registration

+225%
+183%
+92%
+74%
+31%

Polarity
Positive
Negative

No registration
No registration

+24%
+21%

with a Q&A format observed an increase of 36% and 24% for Chemicals and Drugs and Procedures respectively; whereas health OSNs
with a review format observed an increase of 18% and 16% to Disorders and Physiology respectively. This suggests users ask questions that focus on drugs and procedures rather than questions
about speciﬁc disorders or effects on their physiology.
5. Discussion
Our results section has demonstrated the similarities and differences of OSNs in the context of pharmaceutical chatter in OSNs. Together, these data may help inform patients and healthcare
providers about the type of content related to pharmaceutical
drugs on OSNs. As pointed out by Eysenbach, OSNs (including
health OSNs) are essentially an apomediated environment [10],
where users take over the role of intermediary and guide other
users to relevant and accurate information.
Based on our ﬁndings, healthcare providers could advise patients on the use of OSNs. Examples include: the prevalence and

Table 7
Highest absolute relative changes of each item for a given OSN group compared with
the item of the other OSN grouping. E.g., Review negative is computed as the
difference between review negative and Q&A negative divided by Q&A negative.
Drug category
Anti-infectives
Coagulation modiﬁers
Metabolic agents
Gastrointestinal agents
Psychotherapeutic agents

Review
Q&A
Q&A
Review
Review

+354%
+243%
+63%
52%
+47%

Polarity
Negative
Positive

Review
Review

+144%
+110%

Semantic groups
Chemicals and drugs
Procedures
Disorders
Physiology

Q&A
Q&A
Review
Review

+36%
+24%
+18%
+16%

legitimacy of online pharmacies due to the high number of advertisements from online pharmacies in general OSNs; general OSNs
are good sources of breaking news, particularly if that news was reported by a trusted source such as United States Food and Drug
Administration; thousands of other patients are discussing health
conditions and their treatments on health OSNs, yet these discussions may be subjective or biased; health OSNs that require registration, have moderation, or a Q&A format tend to be more
objective, and thus information is less opinionated.
Our results may also guide the creation of new and more effective domain-speciﬁc health OSNs. Furthermore, these data may
help future researchers that study OSNs make informed decisions
about the social networks chosen for study when consider health
content in OSNs. In the context of pharmaceutical drug chatter in
OSNs: general OSNs are sources of jokes, news, and advertise-

Fig. 6. An overview of the analysis for health OSNs with a review or Q&A format. (A) The distribution of drug category frequencies; (B) the distribution of polarity; (C) the
distribution of semantic groups.
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ments; health OSNs are sources of user experiences’ with pharmaceutical drugs and strategies employed by their physicians for a
particular medical condition or set of medical conditions; also,
sleep and sleep related problems are a common theme throughout
health OSNs. Drugs and diseases relating to the brain or central
nervous system are more frequently discussed on health OSNs that
are non-moderation and do not require registration respectively. In
contrast, more prevalent diseases, such as asthma, hypertension, or
high cholesterol are more frequently discussed on health OSNs that
have moderation or require registration. Lastly, users are more
likely to ask questions in public spaces about respiratory agents
and hormones.

5.1. Limitations
We did not consider demographics of users in this study as this
information was not present in every source. Therefore we cannot
generalize our results to the general population. However, given
that nearly 1 in 4 adults in 2011 that used the Internet, also looked
for reviews on drugs or medical treatments [14], we argue that our
results are still consequential to a substantial portion of the general population.
Another limitation of our work is that we did not remove messages that would be considered spam. The deﬁnition of spam is
subjective – health social networks would remove pharmaceutical
advertisements, whereas general social networks would not remove these advertisements from veriﬁable companies. We manually examined over 1000 posts from health OSNs, and there was no
evidence of any advertisements or spam in these OSNs. Moderated
health OSNs would prevent messages from being published if a
message was an advertisement or spam. Health ONS that are not
moderated contain features for users to report messages as spam;
thus these messages would be removed at some point after their
publication.
General OSNs take steps to eliminate spam [46–48], but these
OSNs clearly contain pharmaceutical advertisements. We believe
it is worthwhile to consider these advertisements when examining
general OSNs, as any user (or researcher) may be exposed to posts
advertising overnight prescriptions for controlled substances. Further, we assert that including advertisements do not materially affect our results, for several reasons. First, our frequent itemset
analysis revealed that tweets containing drug names from advertisements (e.g., Viagra or Ibuprofen), are also contained in tweets
from real users. Second, Twitter restricts its policy for advertising
of health and pharmaceutical products [49], and Twitter’s policy
on ads speciﬁcally states that ads for illegal goods and services
are prohibited [50]. And third, manual examination of Google+
and Pinterest found that these datasets contain far fewer pharmaceutical advertisements than Twitter. For all of these reasons, we
have chosen not to exclude advertisements from our data. In our
future work, we plan to build an advertisement classiﬁer to study
the role of advertisements in health-related OSN chatter.
There are also technical limitations with our approach. Due to
the volume of Twitter posts, we only selected a ten month sample
of posts, whereas we collected as many posts as possible for each of
the other datasets. Ideally, we would examine all posts from Twitter since Twitter’s beginning. Due to crawling constraints, we did
not consider every social network where users post messages with
respect to pharmaceutical drugs. MetaMap is not perfect for annotating social media posts, but we did clean up its output by removing annotations that are obviously incorrect. While the UMLS is a
compendium of several medically focused ontologies, an ideal
ontology for OSN posts about pharmaceutical drugs would be built
using a specialized lexicon for health-related posts in social media;
such a lexicon would also apply to the sentiment lexicons, where
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terms such as ‘‘omg’’ and ‘‘lol’’ are not mapped to any word in each
of the sentiment lexicons used in this work.
6. Conclusion
With the objective to analyze the impact of OSN characteristics
on the content of pharmaceutical drug discussions, we have reported several patterns of information from ten different OSNs.
We demonstrated that an OSN’s characteristics affect the type of
discussions, the type of drugs discussed, the subjectivity of discussions, and the medical concept content. We synthesized these ﬁndings and proposed actionable items for both healthcare providers
and future researchers of healthcare discussions on OSNs. Future
research on the effect of OSN characteristics in healthcare discussions could include user demographics, quality and safety of information, and efﬁcacy of OSN usage.
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